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BSE Code  540115 

NSE Code LTTS  

Reuters Ticker LTEH.BO 

Bloomberg Ticker  LTTS IN 

   

    
CMP (INR) (As on 07/05/2018) 1294.8 

Target (INR)                     1646 

Upside(%)                        27% 

Recommendation             Strong Buy 

Company Overview  

Shareholding Pattern (%) 

 Mar-18 Dec-17 Sep-17 

Promoters 88.81 89.28 89.51 

Institutions 3.73 4.25 4.18 

Non-Institution 7.47 6.46 6.31 

Market cap (INR Cr.) 13266.0 

Outstanding Shares (Cr.) 10.25 

Face Value (INR)  2 

Dividend Yield(%) 0.58% 

P/E (x) 31.4 

Industry P/E (x) 26.05 

Debt/Equity 0 

Beta vs. Sensex    0.9 

52 Week High/ Low (INR) 1545/712.25 

Avg. Daily Vol (NSE)/1 Yr 256150 

Stock Scan 

L&T Technology Services (LTTS) is a leading global pure play Engineering 
Research & Development (ER&D) services company. The company is a publicly 
listed subsidiary of the renowned Larsen & Toubro group. The company offers  
design and development solutions throughout the product development chain 
in the areas of mechanical and manufacturing engineering, embedded 
systems, engineering analytics and process engineering. The company has 
active presence in 10 verticals: consumer electronics, semiconductor, 
aerospace, medical devices, telecom, energy, construction & heavy machinery, 
automotive, transport, industrial Products. The company captures data from 
IoT devices  on ER&D products platform, aggregates at the gateway, stores in 
the cloud and retrieves by applications. The company has presence in  30 
countries. 

Investment Rationale 

 Diversified presence across different verticals.  
 Strong clientele.   
 Received strong Aerospace Contract which will be translated into revenue 

from Q4FY18. 
 Digitization contract from Oil & Gas space in Europe. 
 Many more multi million Dollar deals in the pipeline. 
 High Capex in product, process development & engineering activities 

globally will drive growth. 
 Strong presence in North America, the biggest contributor in the ER&D 

space. 
 Acquisition of Escentia is a strategic move to get a stronghold in the 

booming semiconductor market. 
 Increase in  free-float.                                                   …. Rationale Cont’d 

Exhibit 1 : Financial Performance at a glance (Consolidated) 

Source: Company Data, Ace Equity, Bloomberg 

Research Analyst:  

Anik Mitra 
Anik.mitra@smifs.com 

Stock vs. Nifty (Relative Returns) 

Source: Company Data, Ace Equity, SMIFS Research  

Sector : Engineering Research &Development 
L&T Technology Services Ltd  

8th May,2018 

Valuation: The company is a pure play in ER&D space having strong            
management, large order books globally with many multi million dollar deals, 
diversified presence across different verticals, & strong clientele. The          
company earns around 60% of its revenue from North America which is the 
largest ER&D spender in the world. On expected earnings growth we have 
assigned a multiple of 21.8x on FY2020E EPS , to arrive at a price target of 
INR1646. 
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Investment Rationale Continued 

 Diversified presence across different verticals:  It provides  Engineering R&D 
services and solution  across 10 verticals such as consumer electronics, 
semiconductor, aerospace, medical devices, telecom, energy, construction & 
heavy machinery, automotive, transport, industrial Products. The growth of 
these verticals globally offers huge opportunity to the company. With quality 
management and strong order book, the company  provides a clear revenue 
visibility over the next 12 months. 

 Strong clientele: The company provides Engineering R&D services to 48 out  
of the top 100 global engineering R&D spenders.  

 Strong Aerospace Contract which will be translated into revenue from 
Q4FY18: During Q3FY18, the company won a USD50 million deal with a global 
Aerospace electronic system manufacturer for upgrading and supporting the 
customer’s next generation suite of in-flight systems. The company will 
provide end-to-end testing to this client to provide EMI/EMC as well as 
environmental testing for all of their electrical system products for the 
Aerospace segment. This contract will kick off the revenue of the company 
from Q4FY18.  

 Order from autonomous driving project: US-based Tier 1 automotive 
company awarded LTTS an autonomous driving project which includes 
platform development and software & systems integration. 

 Order in Oil & Gas Sector: In the oil and gas space , in Europe the company 
has closed a deal to digitize client's assets across multiple refineries in UK and 
mainland Europe. 

 Contract in telecom hi-tech space:  LTTS won a large 3-year contract to 
develop a connectivity platform for one of the world’s largest technology 
company. The scope of the engagement also includes chip design and wireless 
LAN testing. 

 Multi million Dollar Digitization contract: The company won more than 
USD20 million digitization contract for the first year from ExxonMobil 
Exploration Company . 

 Multi million Dollar Contract in ER&D space: The company recently won a 
multi-million dollar ER&D contract from German Chemical major Covestro. 

 Plant automation contract: A Japanese technology customer selected LTTS for 
building a AI based system leveraging self-learning and predictive analytics for 
enhancing plant operations.  

 Acquiring Escentia is a strategic move: There is a big potential in the 
semiconductor Industry. To tap this market, the company has acquired 
California based Escentia for accessing complicated chip designing technology. 

 High Capex in product, process development & engineering activities 
globally is an opportunity: As per the Industry sources, corporate spent in 
research and development and engineering activities such as product and 
process development, manufacturing engineering and other allied engineering 
services is total of USD1.062 trillion  in 2016. 500 biggest corporate spenders 
in ER&D space contributed USD 621 billion which is nearly 58% of total global 
ER&D expenditure. The trend is strong & likely to continue backed by 
expected global GDP growth rate of 3.8%-3.9% in coming two years as 
projected by IMF. 

 Dominant presence in North America is an advantage: North America is the 
biggest market for the ER&D services. LTTS has strong presence in North 
America and during Q3FY18, the company earned nearly 60% of its total 
revenue from North America.    

L&T Technology Services Ltd 

Source: Company Data, SMIFS Research 
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 Ventures in Space Vehicles with ISRO: The company partners with ISRO in 
developing processes and tools for producing the entire range of solid 
propellant main boosters for all Indian Space Launch Vehicles. 

 Technological contribution to key missions: LTTS participates in India’s first 
nuclear powered  submarine and maiden missions to the Moon and Mars  
with their innovative R&D services. 

 Other important Orders of the company: The first ever commercial network 
for grids for an American utility company, the world’s longest heated and 
insulated waxy crude pipelines, the world’s largest coal gasifier  exported to 
China, the world’s biggest Ethylene Oxide reactor for a petrochemical 
complex in the Middle East, One of the largest nuclear grade forging facilities 
of Asia, Metro Rail systems in Riyadh & Qatar,  Hydrocarbon projects in 
Middle East, Africa, South-East Asia, Shipyards in West & East coast of India, 
Airports in India & Middle-East  and lots more. 

 Medical Devices Market in Japan will bring opportunities to grow: Japan is 
the third biggest pharmaceutical market in the world. With highest life 
expectancy and ageing of population, opportunities are growing there for 
pharmaceutical manufacturers and associated industries. The medical devices 
market is  growing pari passu in the country. According to some market 
source the Japanese medical devices market size is likely to grow to become 
USD31.7 billion by 2020 from USD28.1 billion in 2016. LTTS has strong 
presence in this segment to capture the growth of the sector. 

 Reduction in the tax rate in US:  US Govt. has lowered corporate tax rate 
from 35% to 21% which is likely to increase profitability of the company. 

 Increase in free-float: As per SEBI guidelines, L&T has to slowly reduce stake 
to 75% from the present 88.81% (Mar 2018).  This will slowly increase free 
float which in-turn will offer buying opportunity for the investors & 
institutions.  

 Strong & Steady Dollar will increase foreign exchange gain: The company 
earns more than 90% of its revenue from overseas operation. The strong & 
steady US Dollar against Indian Rupee will stretch company’s foreign 
exchange gain. 

 New Govt. policy may trigger growth: India contributes only 1.9% of global 
export while India has 1/5th of the global population. Govt. of India in its 
recent policy is emphasizing export promotion with special emphasize to the 
manufacturing. Any Govt. stimulus to the manufacturing sector and export 
would create opportunity in the ER&D space & will be a trigger for the growth 
of the company. 

L&T Technology Services Ltd 

India’s ER&D Services market 
reached USD 22.3 billion in 

2016 and is set to rise to 
USD38 billion by 2020 

Govt. of India in its recent 
policy is promoting export 
with special emphasize to 

manufacturing 

  

Particulars ( In Cr.) Dec-16 Mar-17 Jun-17 Sep-17 Dec-17 

Total Revenue 810.4 812.3 822.6 900.6 969.1 

  Growth(%) -1.50% 0.23% 1.27% 9.48% 7.61% 

Total Expenses 664.7 678.5 696.9 763.2 820.6 

 Expense(%) -0.27% 2.08% 2.71% 9.51% 7.52% 

 EBITDA 145.7 133.8 125.7 137.4 148.5 

 EBITDA Margin(%) 17.98% 16.47% 15.28% 15.26% 15.32% 

 PAT 108.6 96.5 98.0 123.0 126.5 

 PAT Margin(%) 13.40% 11.88% 11.91% 13.66% 13.05% 

EPS(INR) 14.48 9.49 9.64 12.10 12.44 

      Source: Company Data, SMIFS Research  

Source: Company Data, SMIFS Research 

Exhibit 2 : Quarterly Financial Performance (Consolidated) 
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Industry Outlook  
 

L&T Technology Services Ltd 

 Engineering R&D space is  an area of huge opportunity. With the growth of the 
mechanical engineering, aerospace, transportation, infrastructure, telecom, 
energy, semi conductor business, opportunities in the Engineering R&D space 
is exponentially increasing . According to  the Industry Source, digital invest-
ment will push growth in ER&D market with global ER&D spending to be in ex-
cess of USD1 trillion. North America  continues to be the largest market con-
tributing to 55% of total global spent in the sector followed by Europe at 29%. 
Dominant Industries in this segment are Automotive, Software/ Internet and 
telecom. 

 According to industry source, India’s ER&D Services market reached USD 22.3 
billion in 2016 and is set to rise to USD38 billion by 2020. 

 As per the advanced estimates of annual national income published by the 
Government of India, manufacturing sector in India grew by 10.92% in the 
third quarter of FY18. Under the Make in India initiative, the Government of 
India aims to increase the share of the manufacturing sector to the gross do-
mestic product (GDP) to 25% by 2022 from 16.57% during FY17. Growth of the 
manufacturing sector would enhance the business opportunity in the ER&D 
segment in the country. 

 India contributes only 1.9% of global export while India has 1/5 th of the global 
population which is quite low. Govt. of India in its recent policy is promoting 
export with special emphasize to manufacturing. Any Govt. stimulus to the 
manufacturing sector and export would create opportunity in the ER&D space. 

Outlook & Valuation  
 

The company is a pure play in ER&D space with strong management, large order 
books globally many multi million deals in the pipeline. The company earns 
around 60% of its revenue from North America which is the largest ER&D 
spender in the world. Company’s  diversified presence across different verticals 
& strong clientele shows clear visibility of revenue growth for FY19E & FY20E.  

On expected earnings growth we have assigned a multiple of 21.8x on FY2020E 
EPS, applying 15% premium on the industry average on account of company’s 
superior positioning and higher revenue/employee compared to its peers to  ar-
rive at a price target of INR1646. 

Key Risks 

 

 During FY18, the company earns more than 90% revenue from overseas op-
eration , hence there is a currency appreciation risk. 

 The management thinks that employee utilization may come down a bit in 
engineering services  as utilization cannot continue to grow beyond 78 to 80. 

 The US-China Trade war is a threat to the global business & multilateral 
trade , might harm the sentiment  of global spending towards engineering 
sector. 

 

 

Source: Company Data, SMIFS Research 
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Source: Company Data, SMIFS Research 
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Any document, including this report, which is prepared by the research team of Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. (SMIFS) is circulated for 
the purpose of information only to the intended recipient and should not be replicated or quoted or    circulated to any person/corporate or legal entities 
in any form. This document/ documents/ reports/ opinion should not be interpreted as an Investment/ taxation/ legal advice. While the information 
contained in the report has been procured in good faith, from sources considered/ believed to be reliable, all/ part of the statement/ statements/ 
opinion/ opinions/ view/ views in the report may not be considered to be complete or accurate. Therefore, it should only be relied upon at the recipients 
own risk.  
 
Research Analysts/ Economists/ Advisors/ Investment Strategists or any other spokes persons of the company (SMIFS) are often sought after for 
expressing their views on print/ electronic/ web media. The views expressed are purely based on their assumption/ understanding on fundamental 
approach/ technical and historic facts on the subject. The views expressed should not be construed as an offer to buy/ sell or hold equity/ commodity/ 
currencies or their derivatives. The views/ opinions expressed is for information purpose only, and may change due to underlying factors, related or 
unrelated or other market conditions and may or may not be updated.  
 
Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd, its subsidiaries, or any of its directors, employees, agents, and representatives shall not be liable for any 
damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with 
the use of the information/ research reports/ opinions expressed.  
 
Disclosure: Clients/ associates of SMIFS Group may be holding positions in equities or their derivatives on which the research report is made or opinion is 
formed or views are expressed in print or electronic media. We ensure all compliance is adhered to with this report/ reports/ opinion or views expressed. 
 
Analyst ownership of the stock – NIL  
Analyst’s dependent relatives’ ownership in the stock – NIL  
 
Analyst Certification: The matter related to the report has been taken from sources believed reliable and the views expressed about the subject or issues in 
this report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst/ analysts. Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. does not compensate partly or in 
full, directly or indirectly, related to specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analysts/ market strategists/ Portfolio Managers.  
 
REGISTRATION as required under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulation 2014 has been granted by Securities & Exchange Board of India (SEBI), registration 
number being INH300001474.  
 
Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. 
Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata 700020, West Bengal, India. 
Tel.: +91 33 6634 5408 /, Fax: 91 33 22893401 
 
Website: www.smifs.com 
 
For queries related to compliance of the report, please contact:  
- Sudipto Datta, Compliance Officer  
Contact No.: +91 33 66345414 / 4011 5414  
Email Id.: compliance@smifs.com / sudipta@smifs.com 
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